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1- Millions among this year's deaths are young children who succumb to starvation or disease.

'Succumb' means………… .
1. die

2. live

3. survive

4. breathe

2- Another way of looking at exponential growth is by comparing the rate of growth to the ………….

time involved.
1. missing

2. ignoring

3. deleting

4. doubling

3- The combination of circumstances tended to ……………the rate of population growth in Japan.
1. stable

2. stably

3. stabilize

4. stability

4- Sanitation…………..made the towns and cities safer from epidemics, and modern medical practices

began to have widespread effect.
1. diseases

2. problems

3. difficulties

4. facilities

5- The……………who have studied population growth in various parts of the world have argued that

the high rates of increase in the underdeveloped world are not permanent.
1. demographic

2. demographical

3. demographers

4. demographically

6- The old differences of the two countries over their borders may fuel a war. 'Fuel' means…………….. .
1. stop

2. reject

3. remove

4. cause

7- People migrate from one geographic realm to another for numerous reasons. Perhaps the chief

motive is………….. They do so to have a better and more comfortable life.
1. sanitary

2. economic

3. biological

4. psychological

8- Taking a complete census is a complicated proposition. 'Proposition' is closest in meaning to

…………….. .
1. abode

2. task

3. eruption

4. corruption

9- The government of Uganda suddenly……………tens of thousands of Asians.
1. expulsive

2. to expel

3. expelled

4. expulsion

10- In the Middle East, both in North Africa and Southwest Asia, lies the famous Fertile……….., which is

perhaps the single most important area of agricultural innovation.
1. Crescent
3  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. Percent

3. Present
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11- The ancient farmers learned to plant………….and keep animals, but they knew little about

conservation.
1. crops

2. birds

3. clothes

4. chicken

12- Scholars divide agricultural societies into categories such as primitive, traditional, and…………….. .
1. old

2. modern

3. ancient

4. subsistence

13- A small marked or measured piece of land for a special purpose is called……………. .
1. pot

2. plant

3. plate

4. plot

14- Aristotle's……………..about the effect of natural environment on the behavior of people is an issue

that still interests social scientists.
1. speculate

2. speculates

3. speculated to

4. speculation

15- Transport costs affect the location of…………..in important ways.
1. industry

2. industrial

3. industrialize

4. industrialized

16- The……………goods such as meat, butter, milk, etc., should be stored in cool places.
1. solid

2. liquid

3. perishable

4. gaseous

17- Japan imports ………materials from all over the world and converts them into finished products in

its factories.
1. raw

2. row

3. rare

4. pale

18- Industrial development did not begin with the Industrial…………… .
1. Revolve

2. Revolves

3. Revolution

4. Revolutionary

19- Capital includes three elements: land, labor, and…………… .
1. job

2. money

3. work

4. ground

20- The sole right to supply or trade in some goods or services is called…………….. .
1. joint stock

2. corporation

3. cooperation

4. monopoly

21- Goat's milk serves as a(n)…………….for cow's and sheep's milk in some areas.
1. substitute

2. substitutes

3. substituted

4. substituted to

22- The manufacturing employment has declined…………………during the last two decades.
1. precipitate

3  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. precipitous

3. precipitously
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4. precipitated
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23- A map consists of different discrete spots that indicate the location of various towns and cities.

'Discrete' means……….. .
1. joined

2. separate

3. attached

4. fastened

24- The problems of………………..are felt in many rural areas too; for example in the countryside of

Bangladesh.
1. overpopulate

2. overpopulated

3. overpopulation

4. overpopulates

25- Sari and Ahvaz are two cities of Iran that are in the north and south of Iran respectively.

'Respectively' means…………. .
1.  

2.



3.

 

4.  

26- We can make a concentric shape by placing smaller rings inside larger ones. 'Concentric'

means……….. .
1.  

2. 

3.



4.  

27- A major reduction in the growth rate of China and a smaller decline in India reduced the global

rate to 1.7 percent during the late 1970s. 'The late 1970s' means…………. .
1. $%&' !"#

2. $%&'  (

3. $%&' )* +#

4. $%&' )* !"#

28- A long drought is usually followed by a period of famine. 'Famine' means………….. .
1. 

2. ,-

3. ,-

4. ,# .

29- It may not be the skills but rather the cheapness of labor that will attract some industries. 'The

cheapness of labor' means………… .
1.  ,# .

2.  #  , 

3.

) /

4.  #  , /

30- The great majority of the residents of villages make their living by farming. 'Make their living'

means…………. .
1. 0  ,/

3  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. 1) 2

3.   ,
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